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Bits and Pieces - Notes from the combined Town Hall and
Board of Directors meetings of February 5, 2019  By Hal Pullin
As member the communications committee it is my job to write up notes from
these meetings. If you have attended these meetings you know there is a high
volume of information so I pick and choose what might be of interest.
If you have never attended, I think you are missing out. These meetings are open
with much give and take, and useful information being exchanged. The flow of
communications is often dotted by a good laugh or two.
Reggie, one our co-managers,  updated us on the progress being made in getting
reliable cell phone reception. Go Reggie!
We have a systemic problem of poor cell phone reception, which endangers the
lives of our people. If you have sent a letter or signed a petition you might get a
call by an official and she wants us to be sure to say that this is matter of life and
death.
Larry our other co-manager covered a number of topics. He has concerns for our
safety. He has been stopping speeding drivers. He also is concerned about
vehicles exiting through the park entrance. He fears a golf cart car collision unless
we change our ways. Golf carts and bicycles need exit the exit gate and return
through entrance.  He left us with his quote of the (Continued on page 2)

    The Long-Range Planning and
Property Committee distributed a
Sunscape Vision Survey entitled, "You
Have A Voice" to the members via the
February 2018 annual meeting packet.
This survey provided for input from our
members as to what the priorities and
desires are for future planning.   They
received 285 completed surveys and
put out a summary of their findings.
The results and comments of this survey
have been placed in binders that are
available in the Clubhouse, Activity
Center and Welcome Center.

All fruit trees in the park are owned by
the lot’s shareholder and are not part
of the park’s common area.  Therefore,
all fruit belongs to the owner of the lot.
Please do not pick fruit unless the
owner allows it.

For those that do not spend the
summers at Sunscape, please let the
Welcome Center know when you are
leaving.  This information is critical in
emergency situations.  By providing the
Welcome Center with your forwarding
address, the mailroom personnel can
properly handle your letters and
packages.

Also necessary when leaving for the
summer is to arrange for weed
spraying.  Weeds grow fast with the
summer rains.  The park has a weed
spraying program, you can contract
with a local vendor or ask a neighbor
to take care of it for you.

Our First Responders
An Interview with Bob McPhate the leader of Sunscape's Emergency
Response Team by Hal Pullin
   Bob McPhate is a retired Fire Captain who hales from Golden Colorado.
His attraction and ultimately his decision to live here, was three fold.
First he liked the friendless of the residents. He said most people at Sunscape
are very nice, but he believes like in all groups, there are 10% that are always
negative.
His second reason for relocating is affordability. He explained that the cost of
living rose rapidly after Colorado legalized pot.  Many Californians moved
into his community. They apparently heard about the "Rocky Mountain
highs."
   His third reason was the peacefulness of the park.  There is no highway
noise, no trains, and very few sirens. I imagine Bob has heard more than his
share of sirens.
   Bob shared the most difficult task of a firefighters job is dealing with road
tragedies. He suffered from Post Traumatic Stress Disorder for a while until
he sought professional help.  Bob feels good about his emergency work here
at Sunscape because he has great support. The number of volunteers varies
seasonally with summers being low.
He is glad that both of our maintenance personal have volunteered. All
volunteers have apps on their cell phones which alerts (Continues on page 2)



Bits and Pieces (continued from page 1)
day, " Human beings are always going to fail, but they are not failures until they blame someone else".
Bonnie Schoenberger talked with us about an exhibit, The Wall, a Vietnam War Memorial that is coming to Casa Grande in March.
Casa Grande is only one of two sites in Arizona selected out of hundreds of applications for this special program.  It is good to
honor the 58,000 troops who gave their lives. You will be hearing more about this.
Jan, our Activity Director said she had to cancel the planned trip to a casino because lack of sign up. She went over some exciting
new events.  She encourages us to read the activity sheets and get signed up early.  Jan said those wanting the medical screenings
provided by the Harmony Medical bus have another chance as she has booked them again in March.  Go Jan.
JoAnn gave a Party Party report and said she could use more volunteers.  More information to follow.
The BOD workshop and meeting
One announcement -  There will be special session of the board next Tuesday February 12th at 9:00 am to deal with a single item,
the water line replacement.
The meeting went smoothly. Brad Miller was selected to be the new finance chair. A new a BBQ and popcorn machines were
ruled out and a new horseshoe pit is in.
The minutes of this BOD  meeting business will be posted soon.
Personally one thing that always impress me is how functional our little democracy works.  I leave with a feeling that we are in
good shape. We are being well managed. This assurance is always worth the price of a tired butt.
It seemed fitting to me today that our meeting ended with Norm Voelpel announcing he will be leaving us. He was the first chair
of the Administrative Support committee.   Norm has been a stalwart in the steady progress we have made to become the
functionally run corporation we are today. He is very proud of this park and the professionalism that has been developed.
Norm will be missed. He is one of the many unsung heroes who have contributed so much. Thanks Norm .
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Sunscape is in need of someone to coordinate
submittals to the webmaster.  This includes monitoring
the website to make sure all the information on it is
current, obtaining photos of new staff and committee
chairs and requesting current photos of various
activities for posting on the website.  If interested,
please email communications@sunscapervresort.com.

(Continued from page 1 - Responders)
them of a call.   One his other worries is that in the summertime people get more relaxed about stopping at stop signs.
He cautioned us that we especially need to be careful when backing up and be more aware of people, bicycles, and golf
carts. Bob also highly recommends flashlights at night and wants to warn us of snakes, who start coming out in May.
Ultimately his major advice is when there is an emergency in the park, please stay away, the team will handle it.
  Bob wants us all to know that he and the Emergency Response Team will be giving demonstrations on use of the new
defibrillators in March.  Bob emphasized how easy these life saving machines are to use. The machine gives verbal step
by step instructions. They were designed to be used by everyone.
   I feel we are lucky to have Bob McPhate in our park. He is very qualified and he obviously is very dedicated to our
safety. He lives here year around, always carries a radio and estimates that he spends about two hours a day working on
our behalf.
 As you might imagine, it may be 15+ minutes before we get a response to a 911 call from the Pinal County responders .
We average about 40 aide calls a year. In an emergency every minute of delay can be critical. Remember if you call 911
you need say Pinal County. The quick response of our Emergency Team may be the difference between life and death.
    Bob McPhate and his team are just some of the many unsung hero's that make Sunscape a great place to live. It is
always a good thing to remember to tell any volunteer how much you appreciate them for their service. Volunteerism is
the foundation of our community. In our foundation, Bob is a rock.
   Have you hugged a volunteer today?

LOT TRANSFERS
01/02/2019    25 Robert and Kazue Bushnell
01/04/2019  296 Steve and Sandi Elgin
01/25/2019  470      Janet and Richard Gaston
01/29/2019  320 Kenneth and Bonnie Olsen

mailto:communicatioons@sunscapervresort.com
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Speed limit is 10 mph.                               Only you can prevent speed bumps.

What is a Reserve Study?      By Neal Wehmer and JoAnn Bloemendaal
  Sunscape had a Reserve Study done in 2015.  What study you ask?  The park hired a company to look at
everything owned by the cooperative with a value over $3,000 and a lifespan between one and thirty years.  They
prepared a very comprehensive list of what we own and put a value, lifespan, and cost to replace on all of those
items that met the above requirements.  This tool helps us plan for future repairs and replacements.
A reserve study consists of two parts: Physical analysis and funding analysis.
  Physical analysis starts with the component list.  To be included on the component list the item must be located
in the common area owned by the cooperative, have a limited useful life of one to 30 years, have a predictable
remaining life and have a value above the minimum of $3,000.  As the component list is established, each item is
named, remaining life determined and the cost to replace the item researched.   A 3% inflation rate is built into
the replacement cost.  Buildings and utilities are not included in the list as they typically last more than 30 years.
  This leads us to the Funding analysis.  Using the data from the component list, a multi-year funding plan is
established.  The objective of the funding plan is to fully fund our reserves.  A spreadsheet is created with future
replacement costs included for the year the study deemed it was at the end of its lifespan.  The difference between
what the funding says we should have and the amount in the fund determines our risk factor.  The three levels of
risk are high, medium and low.  Our risk factor is currently low and we watch this diligently to keep it low.
  So…Then the advent of the "Reserve Fund".  All of those items identified in the Reserve Study have an
identified life - at some point in time they will need to be replaced or have major repair.  How do we pay for those
replacements?  The Reserve Fund.  This account is funded from the yearly assessment to pay for those needed
replacements or major repairs in the future.  One of the most costly of the identified items is the maintenance and
preservation of the streets in the park.  Other items include such things as air conditioners, fire hydrants,
electrical pedestals, vehicles, mailboxes, and a whole bunch of other less costly items.  See the Major Projects
Budget and Comprehensive 5-Year Plan put out by the Long-Range Planning and Property Committee in the
fall.  The Reserve Study is the basis for the Comprehensive 5-year Plan.
 The Reserve Fund will also be used for some of the items not covered by the Reserve Study.  A couple years ago
we voted to spend up to $160,000 from the Reserve Fund for replacement of water lines.  This is where the Major
Projects Budget come into play.  The Long-Range Planning and Property Committee looks at the items not
covered in the Reserve Study to see what items may be needing repair or replacement in the near future.
  Replacement items not on the Reserve Study, like buildings, water lines and sewer lines, are budgeted and
funded by the portion of our assessments that go into the Reserve Fund.  This avoids most large expenditures that
would result in a special assessment in addition to our regular annual assessment.
  Remember!!  The Reserve Fund is not intended to be used for Capital Improvements.  The ByLaws have strict
rules and dollar limitations for those.  Anything that is considered a new improvement and costs over $3,000,
must have a membership vote.
  Like all endeavors, a Reserve Study needs to be repeated periodically to add new items and assess the condition
of the items already included.  Our goal is to have an update of the reserve study completed in time to be used in
the 2020 budgeting process.

WHAT TO DO WITH THAT TOW DOLLY
Sunscape has always preferred tow dollies to be stored in the storage lots but the lots have tended to be full the last few
seasons.  The Board of Directors just changed the Recreational Vehicle Storage Policy so that lots can be sub-leased.
That means you can share a storage lot with another resident as long as the vehicles do not exceed the lot length
limitation for the lot being leased.  Good news if you want to store your tow dolly or other trailer but the storage lots
have been full when you got here.  Now you just have to find someone who wants to share their lot.  All tenets on the
lot must register at the Welcome Center.
If the storage lots are full and you can't find someone to share a lot with, tow dollies are permitted to be stored on RV
lots.  The best case scenario would be if the tow dolly is placed under the back of the RV so it is "hidden".  Tow dollies
cannot be in the side, back or front setbacks.
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The Wall That Heals By Dale Schoeneberger
The Wall That Heals is coming to Pinal County March 7th to
March 10th.  The Wall That Heals is a 375 foot, three-quarter
scale replica of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial located in
Washington, D.C.  The Wall That Heals bears the names of
more than 58,000 men and women who made the ultimate
sacrifice in Vietnam.   The Wall That Heals honors the more
than three million Americans who served in the U.S. Armed
Forces in the Vietnam War.
On March 5th, approximately 3:30 pm, the Motorcycle Escort
will meet The Wall That Heals in Eloy.  It will travel north on
11 Mile Corner Road then west onto Rt 287, North on Pinal,
West on Korsten then North on Thornton, ending up at Dave
White Park, 2121 N. Thornton Rd.
During its travel people are asked to line the roadways in
support of The Wall That Heals.  Bring your flag and waive it
proudly.
During its time in Casa Grande, it will be open from March 7 to
March 10, 24 hours a day.  There will be several activities going
on during this time.  Each morning there will be a flag raising
done by a different color guard and in the evening flag
retirement again done by a different color guard.  Thursday at 8
am will be a Laying of the Wreath ceremony, Friday evening a
candlelight vigil, Saturday 10 am a flyover followed by a
Remembrance Ceremony.  During the day, (time to be
announced), there will be a Tribal Blessing, Welcome, speakers,
and POW/MIA Table Ceremony.  Sunday, 2 pm is the closing
ceremony.
The exhibit will include The Wall That Heals, an education
center, digital kiosk which allows visitors to search for names,
two paper directories and the Gold Star Bike.
Pinal County was selected to be host of The Wall That Heals out
of 115 applications from across the Nation.

A SNIPPET OF THE SUNSCAPE RULES
In accordance with Sunscape’s Architectural Rules and
Regulations, the managers will be asking people with
fences to adhere to the 5’ setback from the street.  This
includes poles and chains that are strung across the front
of the lot.  They are also paying attention to the trees
and shrubs encroaching or overhanging the streets as
these inhibit the flow of traffic.

SUB-LEASING
So are you renting out your park model or lot or thinking of
doing it for some extra cash?  Here are some things to
consider.
Your insurance policy probably doesn't cover leasing out
your lot or park model.  Rental insurance for a park model
typically costs 50% to 100% more than your regular
insurance.  You wouldn't want damage to occur only to
find out your unit isn't covered because you were renting it
out.
Make sure your renters understand Sunscape's policies and
rules.  At least one person on each lot must be 55 years of
age or older because Sunscape is a 55+ park and must
follow the federal guidelines.  Residents must be at least
nineteen (19) years of age.
Inform your renter that our rules allow only two pets per
lot.
If you are renting out a lot only, make sure that the
incoming RV will be accepted on the basis of its
appearance.  Any unit, which in the opinion of the Park
Manager, detracts from the intent, purpose, and general
appearance of the park will be denied entry or asked to
leave the park.  All units must be RVIA approved and bear
the RVIA/RPTIA or equivalent seal.
Make sure the Welcome Center knows the name and date
of arrival of your renter.  That way any mail arriving won't
be returned to sender.  The mail room personnel don't
know which box to put mail in if a person isn't registered in
the park.
It is common for an RV to arrive at the park to find the
electricity hasn't been turned on.  If you are not providing
electricity for your renter, make sure the renter knows how
to contact ED#2 to have it turned on before their arrival.
Despite the rumors to the contrary, the park does not
provide Internet service to anyone except those renting
from the cooperative for one week or less.  This is a service
each resident must contract for themselves.

Receive all the latest news from Sunscape by
joining the mass email program.   Go to
www.sunscapervresort.com, scroll to the bottom
of the page and click on the link.  You can sign up
to receive the monthly newsletter, the weekly
activity sheet and Sunscape News.  Sunscape
News are messages like holiday office hours,
water or electric outage information or other park
news

www.sunscapervresort.com,
www.sunscapervresort.com,

